
Dear Will, 

Thanks for the wonderful invitation to send instructions for a piece. I’m very sorry that I can’ t actually 
be there, but since you asked for a piece that could be done by proxy you probably don’t want me hanging 
around anyway.  I’d nevertheless love to meet up with your family, see the new house and hear about your 
future plans, but since this performance is nearing the two-thirds point let’s cut to the chase.  We can talk 
later. 

I’ve been consumed by an immense writing project (which I’ll also tell you about later) and just didn’t 
have it in me to make a new movie for the show. I weighed the options and eventually decided to send 
projection instructions for you to use with a few found footage reels. For our performance, I want to 
create the architecture of the piece while you supply the content. With this arrangement we are on 
somewhat equal footing, this being your piece as much as it is mine. I won’t see the images or performance 
space and you won’t know the audio or instructions. The performance will be inherently out-of-synch. 

Well, when dreaming all this up I guess I overestimated the great reserve of reels there in Leeds. Turns out 
you could only dig up some 8mm moon launch footage, a few potentially dull home movies and an 
industrial film about rating the performance of drill workers. Considering this, I believe the best solution 
will be to simply bring and use the 16mm projector without any film in it.  

With all that squared away, what follows are the instructions for our show:  

1) Download the sound I’m sending from the FTP site. 
2) Burn the sound file to a CD. Test it by listening to the first few seconds and don’t listen any 

further. 
3) Print out this letter and make sure to have it with you at the show for reference. 
4) Choose a bright, functional Eumig Super 8 projector 
5) Choose a bright, functional 16mm projector. 
6) Choose a screen. 
7) Prepare the moon launch 8mm footage for projection. 
8) Bring the above noted items to the venue and set up however you like. The 16mm projector 

should more or less fill the screen. The 8mm projector can be aimed wherever you want, but do 
not load it. 

9) Sound check the CD in the space for a few seconds to make sure it will be loud enough to be 
heard along with any voices.  

10) When it is time to start, turn on the 16mm projector.  
11)  Wait about 90 seconds then turn on the CD. 
12)  As the CD plays, prepare the 8mm projector.  Test the image size and brightness to get it how 

you want it before loading in the film. Once you have it in, focus on the first few frames of the 
film, then rewind back to the beginning of the reel so it will be ready when cued. Take your time 
with it. Try a few different set-ups until you find one that you like. Don’t worry about the 
audience too much, just focus on the task at hand. 

13)  In addition to executing these instructions, please listen for your name on the soundtrack and try 
to do whatever it is you are asked. 

14)  It’s likely that the 8mm projector will still be running by the time the CD ends. You can either 
speed the film up and let it play through to the end, keep it running in slow motion or turn it off 
altogether. Feel free to do whatever seems best. 

I hope everything makes sense, please don’t hesitate to ask for clarification. I know that the end sounds 
vague, so maybe we can talk that out if there is time.  Letters can only say so much, and these instructions 
are only so good. My number is 011.XXX.XXX.XXXX, you can call day or night or even during the show. 
Good luck with everything, please make sure to document it and send along a copy afterwards. 

My best to you and the family, 

A. 

P.S. Please be sure to credit Sasha Pearl for her contribution to our piece, which is titled JUTTING (FOR 
WILL ROSE). 


